City of Moreno Valley
CITYWIDE SPEED LIMITS
Public Works Department
Transportation Engineering Division

This Map is updated as of November 2017. Speed zones are subject to annual changes due to recertification.

LEGEND

Speed limits shown are for streets with valid Engineering and Traffic Surveys performed within the last 5 years. All other streets are 25 MPH residential (25) or unposted 55 MPH represented as (55). School zones or special speed zones are excluded because a survey is not required. All speeds are shown in miles per hour - MPH. All speed zones approved by the City Council and the Engineering and Traffic Surveys are on file with the City Clerk and the Public Works Department. Yellow warning signs are advisory only and are not speed limits.

The information on this map is provided as a courtesy and deemed reliable based on Engineering & Traffic Surveys on file. The City makes no guarantee or warranty regarding the accuracy of this map.